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. . . but the data from this device was not?
Indicators the damage is extensive:

This laptop is charred beyond repair

 ▘ Temperature was extremely high and 
the fire lasted more than an hour

 ▘ Seals are broken, allowing possible 
contaminants to enter the device

The flash memory chips are also charred

 ▘ Caused by direct contact with flame
 ▘ Many of the chips are no longer 
identifiable

This laptop was in an extremely hot and long lasting fire causing damage outside and in.

Why was the data from this device recoverable . . . 
Good indicators prior to opening the drive:

The platters inside this computer’s hard disk drive (HDD) were in excellent condition, despite the visible destruction 
of the rest of the device.

The drive seal is still in-tact

 ▘ Heat was likely not high enough to 
damage the platters

 ▘ No additional contaminants entered  
the drive

The PCB chips are in good condition
 ▘ No scorching indicates the drive was 
not directly impacted by flame

 ▘ Heat was likely not high enough to 
damage the platters
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Is the computer charred or melted?
If the computer is melted, but there is no evidence of direct contact 
with flame such as char, chances are very high that the data will be 
recoverable. But if you see char, don’t lose hope just yet.

How in-tact is the hard drive case?
Even if the computer exterior is melted or charred, what really matters 
is the condition of the hard drive itself.
If you are able to locate the hard drive inside the computer and it is still 
in one piece without compromise to the rubber seal that holds the case 
together, there is a good chance of a successful data recovery.

Are the manufacturer stickers visible?
If there are still manufacturer stickers on your hard drive or other 
internal components of the computer or device, that is an excellent sign 
that the heat was not extreme enough to cause permanent data loss 
and your data may be recoverable.

Are the chips identifiable?
If you can find chips that appear to be whole, then the computer’s 
drive is likely also still whole and recoverable. This is true of chips on 
a motherboard, and its particularly true if you can see that the chips 
on an SSD or other type of flash memory are whole and relatively 
undamaged.

Was there water?
The existence of a working sprinkler system, or fire rescue dousing the 
flames with gallons of water, may be enough to cool the computer and 
prevent permanent data loss.
Instead of heat or fire damage, the device will certainly have water 
damage and corrosion can begin to spread. Data recovery is still an 
option, but time is of the essence. 

This camera card—recovered. 

This iMac—recovered. 

This RAID server—recovered. 

Here are a few things to look for when determining whether data may 
be recoverable from a fire-damaged smartphone, laptop, camera, RAID 
server or other digital storage device. 
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if Data Might be 

Recoverable
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Unsure? Give us a call. 
DriveSavers will perform a free evaluation of the device and determine 
if we will be able to recover the data. In many instances, the answer 
will be yes. 
Call 800.440.1904. We’re here answering our phones 7 days a week 
and can start the process toward recovering data from a fire or water-
damaged device.


